
 

Orbital versus Disk Automatic Scrubbers 
Dobmeier Janitorial Supplies Featuring The Pacific FloorCare S-20 

 

Overview 
 
Like many top cleaning professionals, you may be wondering: 
 

“Should I be trading in my Disk Automatic Scrubbers and 
replacing them with newer Orbital machines?” 

 
This guide is designed to help you decide if the change makes 
sense for you and provides advice on what to look for when 
considering an Orbital Automatic Scrubber purchase. 
 
 

Disk vs. Orbital Automatic Scrubbers 
 

Disk Automatic Scrubbers use 
the revolution of large disks to 
provide their mechanical 
cleaning interaction with the 
floor. The disk speed typically 
ranges between 180-300 RPM, 
with the outer part of the disk 

moving much faster than the inner part. This leads to a 
distribution in cleaning effectiveness across the disk, with the 
outside part contributing most of the work. 
 

Orbital Automatic Scrubbers 
use a micro-orbital motion to 
provide their mechanical 
cleaning interaction with the 
floor. The total motion is only 
about ¼ of an inch, but the 
speed (in RPM) is approximately 

10-12 times that of a traditional disk auto scrubber. This 
allows for delivery of much more mechanical cleaning action 
to the floor in a uniform manner across the entire cleaning 
pad, for superior cleaning in a much shorter time period. 
Orbital Auto Scrubbers Enable: 

 Chemical-Free Floor Stripping For Reduced Cost 

 Significantly Reduced Operator Labor Costs 

 Increased Facility Safety 

Orbital Scrubbing Technology Basics 
 

 
Floor Finish Removed with a 20” Orbital Scrubber 

 
Each Orbital Scrub Deck is comprised of 3 Layers, separated 
by flexible Isolators. Starting at the bottom: 
Layer 1 - The Pad Driver holds the pad and drives the orbital 
cleaning energy into the floor. 
Layer 2 - The Motor Mount must be very sturdy, but must 
also allow some movement in order to dampen down 
vibration transfer back up into the body of the machine. 
Layer 3 - the Deck Attachment connects the deck to the auto 
scrubber body. 
The Isolators located between the 3 Orbital Scrub Deck 
Layers are typically made of hard rubber, allowing for flex 
between each layer. In lesser models, these isolators are 
considered wear items requiring costly periodic maintenance. 
 
The Micro-Orbital Motion is created by a high speed motor 
spinning an eccentric (off-center) weight that generates a 
total orbital motion of ¼ inch at around 2,200 RPM. 
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Orbital Auto Scrubber Advantages 
 

Strip Your Floors Without Using Chemicals 
Disk and Orbital Auto Scrubbers can both do a good job cleaning most floors, but 
only orbital technology can perform chemical-free finish removal. And, with all the 
pads and specialized cleaning tools made for orbital machines, the technology 
works on multiple floor surfaces, even including grouted tile. 
 
If you have clear-finish floors, orbital technology’s dual function capability is a 
game changer on the finish maintenance side of your floor cleaning program. With 
today’s UV protected finishes, there is much less need to completely chemically 
strip and recoat the floor. Now, the main degradation in finish appearance comes 
from impregnated soils, chemical residue and scratches on the surface. In short, if 
you can remove the “bad layers” of finish, you can replace those only. 
 
Orbital scrubbers use specialized “surface prep” pads and small amounts of water 
to do a one-pass, chemical-free finish removal process. Based on studies, it would 
be conservative to state that this process: 
• Reduces labor by over 75% versus traditional chemical floor stripping 
• Eliminates the cost and safety concerns of using toxic chemical strippers 
• Removes the significant slip/fall risks associated with chemical stripper slurry 
 
Before Image – Grocery Store Aisle With Worn Floor Finish 
 

Evaluating Orbital Auto Scrubbing In Your Facility 
To evaluate whether orbital auto scrubber technology is right for your facility, ask 
yourself these questions: 
• Does my facility have a prevalent amount of clear finished floors? 
• Are these floors in areas that get a lot of facility traffic? 
• Are the expectations that these floors stay bright and shiny? 
• Do I need to significantly reduce my labor and chemical costs due to budget 
constraints? 
 
If the answer to the first question is “Yes”, then it is likely that the remaining 
questions are also “Yes” making your facility a clear candidate for upgrading to 
orbital scrubbers. 
 

FREE Orbital Auto Scrubber Demonstrations For NY & PA 
To Arrange For An Orbital Auto Scrubber Evaluation In Your 

Facility, Anywhere In NY Or PA, Call Dobmeier At 
1.800.870.2006 

 
After Image – One Pass By An Orbital Auto Scrubber With Surface Prep Pad 
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Choosing The Right Orbital Auto Scrubber 
 

 
Classroom Finish Removed By A Pacific Floorcare S-20 Orbital Auto Scrubber In Under 20 Minutes 

 
When planning an orbital auto scrubber purchase you will need to consider many of the same criteria that would apply when 
considering a disk auto scrubber; including machine size, ease of use, durability, and price. 
 

Key Performance Specifications 
Speed - All orbital scrubbers function with speed in the range 2,200-2,300 RPM 
Motor Horsepower and Down Pressure - The largest horsepower combined with the highest down pressure will allow for 
optimum performance in the widest range of applications or challenges that you may face in your facility. 
Construction - Auto Scrubber build quality is a critical factor for determining long-term performance and durability: 
 
The Scrub Deck Must Be Protected By An Impact Housing 
Otherwise the orbital isolators will present a significant maintenance and cost of operation issue for you. 
 
The Pad Drive Plate Must Be Made Of Aluminum 
Otherwise, the machine will not be durable enough and it will not drive sufficient cleaning energy into the floor. 
 
The Upper Isolators Must be Made Of A Low-Profile, High-Durometer Rubber 
Otherwise, too much cleaning energy will be allowed to escape upward, rather than being forced down onto the floor. This will 
reduce cleaning efficiency and result in increased machine vibration, thereby decreasing performance, increasing maintenance, 
shortening machine life, and increasing costs. 
 
The Manufacturer Should Offer A Significant Scrub Deck Isolator Warranty 
This indicates that the manufacturer has confidence in their design, construction, and materials quality. Otherwise, your 
isolators must be considered “wear items” and you’ll be forced into replacing them frequently (a major maintenance hassle and 
a very significant unplanned cost in terms of downtime and money). 
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Orbital Auto Scrubber Benefits 
 

 
Pacific Orbital Auto Scrubbers Can Remove Dirty, Damaged Layers Of Floor Finish In A Single Pass, 

Increasing Cleaning Efficiency And Reducing Risk Of Slip & Fall Injuries. 
 
If you have clear-finished floors, orbital auto scrubbing’s dual function daily cleaning and chemical-free finish removal 
capabilities will certainly benefit your floor maintenance program. In fact, based on case studies, the orbital auto scrubber’s 
chemical-free finish removal significantly reduces costs and greatly increases safety. 
 

Proven Case Study Performance Data 
In one case study at a grocery store, a single 20-inch orbital auto scrubber was proven to: 
 
Decrease Labor Costs By Over 75% 
One floor cleaning operator with an orbital auto scrubber covered the same square footage as 3 cleaning staff with disk 
machines, in only 22% of the time. 
 
Reduce Supply Costs By Over 90% 
Eliminating 15-gallons of stripper chemical 
Requiring only a little water and surface preparation pads 
 
Deliver Improved Safety Levels 
Without hazardous stripper chemicals, neither the operators or store staff were at risk. And slurry slip/fall risks were eliminated. 
 

To Calculate Your Potential Cost Savings From Orbital Chemical-Free Finish Removal 
Download The Dobmeier & Pacific Floorcare Savings Estimation Spreadsheet (xls) 
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Orbital Auto Scrubber Evaluation 
 

 
Chemical-Free Finish Removal Using A Pacific Floorcare S-20 Orbital Auto Scrubber In A Hospital Hallway 

 

Orbital Auto Scrubbing Summary 
The right orbital auto scrubber can perform both daily cleaning and chemical-free finish removal to provide very significant cost 
savings over the long-term. When considering an orbital auto scrubber purchase do your research to narrow the field of your 
evaluation: 
• Look for the orbital auto scrubber that has the highest performance specs on motor horsepower and down pressure. 
• Make sure the design and construction meet the requirements described in this guide 
• Look for the orbital auto scrubber that has a robust isolator warranty. 
 
Pacific Floorcare S-28 Model also available. Ask Dobmeier to help you choose the best orbital model for your application(s) and 
to demonstrate the equipment for you in your facility where you can evaluate its’ performance first-hand. 
 

If You Have Questions, Or Wish To Speak With An Expert About Your Application, 
Or To Request A Free Orbital Auto Scrubber Demonstration In Your Facility (In NY or PA) 

Call Dobmeier At 1.800.870.2006 or e-mail sales@dobmeierjanitorialsupplies.com 
We Ship Pacific Orbital Auto Scrubbers Throughout N. America! 
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Pacific Floorcare Orbital Automatic Scrubbers 
 

 
Pacific Floorcare S-20 (20 Inch) Orbital Auto Scrubber 

 

Pacific Floorcare S-20 Orbital Automatic Scrubber 
The new S-20 walk behind orbital automatic scrubber from Pacific Floorcare has the highest down pressure in the 10-gallon (38-
liter), 20-inch (510 mm) orbital category, and is the only auto scrubber protected by a comprehensive machine warranty and a 2-
year / 1,200 hour isolator warranty (competitors call these wear items). From unmatched cleaning specifications to industry-first 
technologies to industry-best warranty protection, the S-20 orbital scrubber gets the job done at a price you can afford. Features 
and options include: 
 Auto-Scrubber is capable of stripping floors with water only - No Chemicals Needed! 
 75 & 100 lb (34 & 45 kg) pad pressure is the top in its class 
 11gal solution tank 
 2-year / 1,200 orbital isolator warranty the industry's only orbital isolator warranty 
 BatteryShield - the first integrated automatic wet battery protection system 
 155 AH Wet Batteries or 140 AH AGM Batteries deliver max run times up to 4 hours 
 60 dBA low, "whisper quiet" operation offers anytime cleaning 
 Optional HydroLink single-point battery watering system 
Combining all these features with the most affordable prices in the category, and the simplest operation, makes the S-20 walk 
behind orbital auto scrubber a high value for you and your operations. 
 
Pacific Floorcare S-28 Model also available. Ask Dobmeier to help you choose the best orbital model for your application(s) and 
to demonstrate the equipment for you in your facility where you can evaluate its’ performance first-hand. 
 

If You Have Questions, Or Wish To Speak With An Expert About Your Application, 
Or To Request A Free Orbital Auto Scrubber Demonstration In Your Facility (In NY or PA) 

Call Dobmeier At 1.800.870.2006 or e-mail sales@dobmeierjanitorialsupplies.com 
We Specialize In Discount Janitorial Equipment, Parts, & Supplies. Call Dobmeier At 1.800.870.2006 

For Best Available Discount Pricing On All Pacific Floorcare Products! 
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